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Abstract. Comic books constitute an important heritage in many countries. Nowadays, digitization allows to search directly from content instead of metadata only
(e.g. album title or author name). Few studies have been done in this direction.
Only frame and speech balloon extraction have been experimented in the case of
simple page structure. In fact, the page structure depends on the author which
is why many different structures and drawings exist. Despite the differences,
drawings have a common characteristic because of design process: they are all
surrounded by a black line. In this paper, we propose to rely on this particularity of comic books to automatically extract frame and text using a connectedcomponent labeling analysis. The approach is compared with some existing methods found in the literature and results are presented.
Keywords: comic books, comics frame extraction, comics text extraction, segmentation, connected-component labeling, k-means.
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Introduction

Nowadays, comics represent an important heritage in many countries. Massive digitization campaigns have been carried out in order to enhance archives and contents. This
work has been done by specific companies that index pages but not their content. If the
“page only” limit could be exceeded then new usages of comics may become a reality such as the frame-per-frame reading [2, 9] on mobile devices, the search of specific
items by content based image retrieval from an large amount of albums and even content analysis from text. Such applications are currently possible with e-comics because
they are designed with specific software and they can be indexed throughout the design process. The aim of our work is to process digitized comics in order to extract and
analyse the content for full content search purpose. Full content search is requested by
some cultural organisations such as the International City of Comics and Images [3] for
specific object retrieval.
To enhance comic books, some works have been done recently but they are not robust enough to be industrialised. These works concern the segmentation of the frames,
speech balloon and text (inside speech balloon). This paper proposes a method to automatically segment the frames and all the text contained in comics pages (not only text
included into speech balloon). The proposed method is based on connected-component
labeling algorithm following by k-means [17] clustering and then filtering.

The paper is organised as follows. The section 2 presents the vocabulary of comics
content. An overview of frame and text segmentation methods is given in section 3.
Section 4 and 5 present respectively the proposed method and the experimentations.
Finally, section 6 and 7 conclude this paper.
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Comic books

According to [14], there are three categories of comic books created respectively in
America, Asia (manga) and Europe. In this paper, only the two first categories are considered because mangas are very different in terms of strokes, frames [18] and text [2].
A careful observation of the page content shows that the main characteristic of comics
drawing is the black line that surround each element (or almost). Because of this feature, a connected-component (CC) based method is used in order to extract frame content from its edges. This algorithm has two advantages in our study. First, it is well
adapted for frame segmentation as presented above. Second, it can be also used for text
segmentation [7]. Moreover, using a single algorithm to segment a page is time saving.
Comic books relate stories drawn into albums. In traditional comics, pages are split
up into strips separated by white gutter. A strip is a sequence of frames. A frame is a
drawing generally in a box. Note that sometimes frame doesn’t have box, in this case
the reading and the segmentation become harder. Moreover, extended contents (e.g.
speech balloons, characters, comics art) can overlap two frames or more [13]. All these
particularities may punctually disturb the image processing.
Comics contain different types of text (handwriting or typewritten) depending on
the nature of the message to read. Most of the text is inserted for speech purposes
between characters and written into speech balloons. Other categories concern the narrative text and onomatopoeia. The onomatopoeias represent the sounds in a textual way
or a sequence of symbols.
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3.1

Existing methods
Frame segmentation

Frame segmentation has been mainly studied for reading comics on mobile device in
order to display them frame by frame on a small screen. Here, our work concerns the
indexing of a huge amount of albums that raises new issues in terms of variety of format,
resolution and content.
Many segmentation methods have been studied to separate the background and the
content as [9]. Most of them are based on white line cutting with Hough transform [6],
recursive X-Y cut [8] or from gradient [16]. These methods doesn’t handle empty area
(case missing) [9] within a strip (figure 1a) or no full border frame (figure 1b). These issues have been corrected by connected-component approaches [1] but if some elements
overlap (figure 1c), the frame segmentation process failed. The regions of interest (ROI)
are often clustered by heuristic [2, 13] relative to the page size that is width and height
dependent. A sequence of N erosions following by N dilatations has been proposed
by [13] for cutting overlapping elements but it is time consuming and the choice of N

is unclear. [13] extracts the background of the pages by region growing algorithm, that
is new in comparison with the binarisation applied by the other methods.

(a) Missing frame [4] (b) Partial box [4]

(c) Overlapping between three frames [12]

Fig. 1: Examples of specific frames.

3.2

Text segmentation

In comics, most of the text is part of speech balloons. It is probably the reason why it is
the only type of text studied so far. Previous works extract text from speech balloon [18,
1] or inversely speech balloon from text [13]. These approaches are really efficient but
they suppose that text is written in black in a white balloon. We propose to enlarge this
limitation: text background colour should be similar to page background.
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Contribution

We propose a new method to extract frame and text area simultaneously from comics
pages for indexation purpose. Our method processes page per page and begins by
a pre-processing that binarise the page. Then, the ROI are defined as the set of the
connected-component bounding boxes (rectangles). ROI are classified as “noise”, “text”
and “frame” depending to their sizes, topological relations, and for the text, spatial relations. Note that only speech and narrative texts are considered in this study because they
aren’t overlapped by object (e.g. line, drawing). The onomatopoeias will be studied in
a future work. The originalities of this paper are frame segmentation, with or without
box, and out-of-balloon text segmentation that can be extracted by CC algorithm.
4.1

Pre-processing

The aim of the pre-processing step is to separate background and content of the page in
order to focus on the content later. Several processing are implemented in order to apply
CC algorithm, and then, to extract the bounding boxes. It can be resumed as follows:
1. Grayscale conversion

2.
3.
4.
5.

Binarisation threshold computation
Image inversion depending on the threshold
Binarisation
Connected-component extraction

The first step consists in a grayscale conversion as given in [15]. Then, a binarisation
(figure 2a) is applied with a threshold computed from the median value of the border
page pixels. We assume that the border pixels of the page are representative of the
page background. If the median value is closer to “black” gray levels than “white”
gray levels, then, image inversion is applied and we redo the complete process in order
to always get a white background at the end of this step. This pre-processing is more
robust than [2] who assumes that the page is always white and uses a constant threshold.
Binarisation is very important for the rest of the method because the background part
won’t be considered anymore. Then, CC algorithm is used to extract, from connected
components, the bounding boxes of all the elements (sequence of black pixels) of the
image (figure 2b).

(a) Page after binarisation [5]

(b) Set of bounding boxes

Fig. 2: Pre-processing steps

4.2

ROI classification

ROI are defined as the connected-component bounding boxes. We define a set of regions
R = {R1 , R2 , ..., Rn }. The classification is performed on ROI heights with k-means
algorithm. The number of expected classes is 3 according to our experiments on several comics. Classes are labelled as “frame” (the highest), “text” (the most numerous)
and “noise” (few pixels height) as shown on figure 3. This classification is performed
dynamically on each page that makes our method invariant to page format and resolution. Indeed, ROI height classification is not page size dependent unlike [13, 2], and

the number of pixels for each ROI is proportional to the page resolution (do not bias
the classification). This method assumes that the page contains text with background
brightness similar to page background otherwise the binarisation and thus the classification may fail.

Fig. 3: Example of ROI classification on descendent histogram of the ROI height

Then, the variance of each class is computed to check the homogeneity of the ROI.
If the variance of the “frame” class is high, a specific algorithm [13] is applied in order
to improve the previous steps (binarisation and/or classification).
Example Figure 4 shows the frame segmentation of a page containing two frames
overlapped by a black arrow (figure 4a and 4b). As shown in figure 4c, these two frames
are detected as only one single frame by the CC algorithm (the biggest bounding box
in figure 4c and the region 1 in figure 4d). The histogram figure 4d (log scale) shows
that the first ROI is much higher than the others within the “frame” class. The variance
of the “frame” class is therefore much higher than the two other classes that may due
to an issue from the binarisation step. To fix this issue, a specific algorithm proposed
by [13] can be used. It consists in frame segmentation by region growing applied on
page background (frames become black blocks) followed by a sequence of erosions
and dilatations in order to “disconnect” the black blocks (removes small overlapping
elements). Then we redo pre-processing and classification steps for the frames only.
Note that the gap between the frame 7 and 8 in figure 4d is due to some objects (e.g.
the top left big interrogation mark in figure 2a) higher than a character height. These
ROI will be removed by a topological filtering process as explained bellow section 4.3.
4.3

Filtering

After the classification stage, two filters are applied in order to remove false positive
detection (region labelled mistakenly). The first filter is topological and keeps only the
frames not fully contained in an other frame (Ri ∈
/ Rj ∀j, i 6= j) (figure 5a and 5b).
The second filter merges all the “text” ROI closer than two times the median “text”
class height to define text areas (figure 6). Sometimes, detected text areas do not contain
text but many small elements as high as text (figure 7). Thus, a text/graphic separation
method [11] is applied to remove areas without text. This method compares vertical and
horizontal projected histogram of each text area.

(a) Page with an overlapping element [10]

(c) Bounding boxes of connected-components

(b) Zoom of the overlapping element [10]

(d) Histogram zoomed on frames

Fig. 4: False positive frame detection

(a) Frame from k-means clustering

(b) Frame after topological filter

Fig. 5: Topological filtering of the frames

(a) Text from k-means clustering

(b) Text area after filtering

Fig. 6: Spatial filtering of text

Experimentally, we determined that to be a true text area, the variance of the horizontal projected histogram should be higher than the variance of the vertical projected
histogram. The reason is that the horizontal projected histogram of a text area presents
important variations due to the text and line spaces (figure 8a). This phenomenon isn’t
true for non-text areas (figure 8b).

(a) Correct text area

(b) Wrong text area

Fig. 7: Example of text area detections (black rectangles)

(a) Histograms of a correct text areas

(b) Histograms of a wrong text areas

Fig. 8: Example of projected histograms (number of white pixels)
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5.1

Experimentation and results
Frame segmentation

Experiments were performed in the same conditions as [13] in order to compare the
results. Namely, the same dataset and the comparison with same techniques found in
the literature. The data set was composed of European and American comics: 42 pages
from 7 different authors that contained 355 frames in total. This dataset is not publicly
available because of copyright issues. To evaluate the results, the same two segmentation rates as [13] were computed. The first one is the success rate for page. A page
was considered to be well segmented if ALL the frames of the page had been correctly
extracted. This rate is used to estimate the quality of the extracted layout. The second
is the success rate for frames. This rate gives the percentage of well extracted frames
among the 355 frames of the data set.

Method Tanaka [16] Arai [1] Ngo Ho [13] Proposed method
Page (%)
42.8
47.6
64.3
66.7
Frame (%)
63.9
75.6
87.3
88.2
Fig. 9: Success rate comparison.

In comparison with [1, 13, 16], the proposed method is more efficient for frame
segmentation because we handle border-free frames. Moreover, this method is 60%
faster than [13]. This approach is faster because a time consuming process (specific
algorithms) is applied only if the page contains overlapping elements (section 4.2).
Nevertheless, the frame success rate does not bias the text success rate because text
areas are extracted from the whole page and not from frames.
5.2

Text area segmentation

Text areas were extracted (section 4.3) from the same data set mentioned above. In
order to be more accurate, speech text areas and narrative text areas were distinguished,
namely 435 and 79 text areas respectively for the whole data set. We define:
– TP: the areas labelled as text areas that contain only text (true positive)
– FN: the areas ignored that contain text (false negative)
The text areas that were segmented partially or in many parts are considered as
“false negatives”.

Text type TP FN
Speech (%) 78 22
Narrative (%) 53 47
Fig. 10: Success rates of the text areas

The results are encouraging for the speech text category because most of the 22%
of FN are text plus extra parts that need specific process. An adapted filtering will be
developed to improve the detection. The narrative text extraction is harder because of
its lower contrast with background (no white or light background). Nevertheless, it is
difficult to compare our method with other approaches because we do not look for
speech balloon only but for every single text area in the page, and as far as we know
this hasn’t been studied before in comics processing.

6

Conclusion and perspectives

A new method, to extract frames and texts simultaneously from comics, has been proposed and evaluated. The proposed approach is fast and especially robust to page format
variations and border-free frames. Moreover, the method based on connected component analysis is able to extract all the text inside or outside the speech balloons.
The evaluation shows that more than 88% of the frames are correctly extracted.
However, an effort has to be done to improve the results especially for large overlapping
elements and narrative text extraction. The frame and text extraction was a first step. The
main objective of our future work will be to analyse the content of the frame.
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